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(Abstract)

The Ten Mile Region Sub-watershed study area in the northwest hills of Salisbury and
Sharon, Connecticut have been impacted by excessive nitrate fertilization for decades.
The sub watershed lakes and in particular Mudge Pond (classified as mesotrophic) is
considered degraded by The Connecticut Department of Environmental Protection.

The

DEP has concluded that large farming operations near Mudge Pond and its environs were
contributing nutrient rich fertilizers in the sub-watershed.

An ecological greenway model will be applied to direct the conceptual design.

A

network of greenway corridors offers a best management plan for the Ten Mile Region
Sub-watershed and could enhance both the water quality and biological diversity while
offering limited recreation to residents and visitors. The BMP network of greenways was
adopted following extensive discussions with local planners, biologists and land owners.
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Chapter

I.

Introduction

Can a greenway corridor offer more than an excursion connecting one destination with
another?

Is it possible for a greenway to provide recreation, water quality enhancement,

and biological diversity while avoiding sites with threatened species?

Could a network of

Greenways function as a Best Management Plan in a community watershed affected by
nitrate pollution?

Greenway development has and will continue to draw attention from citizens, public
officials and others skeptical of their virtues.

Landscape architects and others charged

with the responsibility of corridor concept can benefit substantially by referring to
principles of greenway design that will enable them to filter through the enormous
volume of data prior to design. This thesis claims that it is possible to design a network of
greenway corridors that can offer a Best Management Plan within the confines of a subwatershed region replete with threatened and endangered species.

Background
The “Wequadnacks” a Sachemdom of the great tribe of Mohicans spent their summers in
the Ten Mile Region Sub-watershed which is the geographic focus of this study.

The

Wequadnacks named the location “The Valley of Great Hunting and Fishing” and for the
most part it still is today with the exception of open hunting that is not advocated and
thus curtailed.

The geomorphology of this region of the western highlands is atypical in

its form, making it a popular destination since its early discovery by Indian tribes, visitors
and newcomers.

The north west highlands, with their wide open valleys and true

mountains, are considered by many to be among the most beautiful areas of Connecticut

and all of New England.

This robust landscape is the Connecticut extension of New

York’s Hudson Highlands and Taconic Mountains.

The north west highlands are by far

Connecticut’s most rugged and dramatic region (Bell 1985).

The beautiful natural

landscape, close proximity to major urban centers (less than three hours drive) and
reduction in traditional farming has changed the former agricultural land uses.

The

former working farms have taken on a new land use as weekend getaway retreats and

longer term summer vacation homes for urban dwellers primarily from New York City.
In fact it is reported that the town of Salisbury (within the document study area) supports
anon year round population in excess of 50 percent (Trotta 1995).

In the early 1980’s concerned citizens of Sharon, Connecticut requested that a water
quality study be undertaken for Mudge Pond within the Ten Mile Region Sub-watershed
in Litchfield County.

Mudge Pond has been a popular recreational destination for avid

anglers and swimming enthusiasts by residents and visitors for decades.

Recreation users

observed a preponderance of algae blooms/weed growth and it was suspected that
effluent from “Silver Lake Shores” a residential community was responsible for nutrient
enrichment entering Mudge Pond.

The quality of water in a lake in a real sense reflects

the quality of land management within its watershed.

Land use practices within a lake

watershed that increase loadings of phosphorus and nitrogen compounds to surface runoff
and/or groundwater may result in undesirable aquatic plant growth.

If the nutrient inputs

to the lake can be reduced in the long term, the water quality of the lake can be protected
and improved (Litchfield County Soil and Water Conservation District 1990. pp. 2 & 3).
Pond development was, and is, essentially centered in two small land holdings.

One, a

seasonal youth summer camp “Camp Easton,” located on the eastern edge of Mudge
Pond.

The second, “Silver Lake Shores” cottage colony (with a few year round

residences) developed in the 1940’s. Mudge Pond is the repository of most of the surface
runoff within the three town sub-watershed covering 209.2 square miles.

MUDGE

POND

Mudge Pond is located in Litchfield County in the town of Sharon. It has a surface area
of 201 acres, a maximum depth of 35 feet and an average depth of 22 feet. The level has
been raised by a dam.
Two streams converge in a wetland north of the pond before entering. One stream is
Spring Brook and the other is the outlet of Wananpakook Lake. Three other small
streams also feed Mudge Pond, two from the east and one from the north. The outlet is to
the south via Mudge Pond Brook. The eastern slopes of Indian Mountain dominate the
western section of the watershed.
A blend of moderate to severe slopes exists throughout the remaining landscape (Frink
and Norvell 1984).
The towns of Salisbury and Sharon have a combined population of 6,500 year round
residents and are geographically located 55 miles west of Hartford, the state capitol, 150
miles west of Boston, Massachusetts and 100 miles north of New York City.

The

population swells during the summer by urban visitors drawn by its recreation and
cultural activities, spilling into the foothills of the Southern Berkshires of Massachusetts
and Dutchess County New York.

Hydrological studies were conducted in the sub-watershed and two ecological reports
revealed that the eutrophication process can be accelerated by man’s activities in the lake
watershed which increase nutrient inputs to the lake. The nutrient loading from
agricultural land 1s approximately five times greater than woodland.

Although much of

this increase in nutrient export from the watershed is inevitable and unavoidable, best
management practices can be provided for some degree of mitigation.

Mudge Pond in

Sharon is presently in a mesotrophic state. Algae blooms and weed beds have diminished
recreation opportunities to some degree for many years. It is suspected that the existing
systems (sub-surface sewage disposal) have little affect upon aquatic weed and algae
growth in Mudge Pond.
within the watershed.

A more critical factor would likely be large farming industry
The relative steep slopes indicated on U.S.G.S. maps also cause

rapid runoff of surface flows which in turn create erosion and siltation problems (Kings

Mark 1982).
Subsequent to the Kings Mark report, a second study in 1986 revealed that organic
fertilizers extremely high in nitrogen were in the watershed and working their way into
Long Pond Brook which meanders its way parallel through corn and hay farm land to
Mudge Pond.

The report further concluded that there was a probable relationship

between fertilization and high nutrient levels in the perennial water course (Ballie 1986).
A more recent study undertaken by the Connecticut Department of Environmental
Protection in 1989 indicated that Mudge Pond remains in a degraded condition despite
grass filter strips and the continued reduction of farming practices in the watershed.

It

was the conclusion of the CT. DEP. that the former tracts of open farmland now weekend
hobby farms, and summer/retirement gentrified estates have established enormous “great
lawns” that have not diminished the volume of nitrate and phosphate fertilization.

It is

suspected that this trend will continue into the foreseeable future for Sharon and its
environs (Smith 1995).

The “Great Lawn” trend and juxtaposition of the largest expanses

of protected inland wetlands has provided ideal habitat for year round resident Canadian
geese.

Flocks numbering in the thousands migrate from ponds and lakes in the sub-

watershed resulting in added nutrient loading of Mudge Pond.

Furthermore, a sub-

division development was approved by the Town near an existing edge habitat on Indian
Mountain (Detail 1.) that could impact the biological diversity between upland and
lowland species near a threatened inland wetland habitat (Map 1.).
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Local wildlife biologists revealed the avian species inhabiting edge locations along Indian
and Red Mountain appear to be flourishing because of the rural nature of the subwatershed and Connecticut’s rich avian heritage.

In fact, so favorably is Connecticut

situated, that few equal area in the country can boast a greater number of birds than may
be found within its limits (173 species in its small 5,009 square miles) (Bevier 1994).
However, the addition of certain edge understory native woody shrub species would offer
more cover and food varieties to the existing landscape and enhance the well being of
avian habitat (Dudek 1995 and Smith 1995).

Field analysis at Long Pond Brook in the

area of intensive crop farming revealed that shrub vegetation is reduced to less that ten
feet in some locations.

Further examination of the natural topography revealed a variety

of diverse landscape features, trail heads and historic destination points, offering potential
users a unique interpretive experience.

On July 1, 1995 the Connecticut General Assembly enacted into law Public Act No. 95335 and for the first time in Connecticut history established legislation that recognizes
greenways and their potential value.

The enthusiasm for greenway development is

certainly not unique to the State of Connecticut.

This form of further land development

has created an enthusiasm in the state for greenway trail design used primarily as
recreational corridors.

With this enthusiasm for greenway trail design are also several

associated risks or negative impacts that can result in destruction of the environments that
greenways pass through.

Currently in the State of Connecticut there are over one

hundred greenway concepts in the process of being developed with only two of these
being accompanied by natural resources inventories (Map 2.) (Gibbons 1995).

Designers

and community groups with a misguided sense of direction can create irreparable harm to
fragile ecosystems by blazing greenway trails through sensitive environments in their
quest for user accessibility.

CONNECTICUT

GREENWAYS

A lot going on in
Connecticut!
This map shows the

general locations of 70

greenway projects,
selected from a

list

more than 100 projects
The Greenways

Committee discovered

in various stages of
progress in 1994.
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Thesis Goals And Objectives
Based on the foregoing assessment of biophysical and sociocultural factors a greenway
management plan will be developed for the towns of Salisbury and Sharon Connecticut.
A secondary goal is to test Smith and Hellmund’s “Method For Ecological Greenway
Design” by implementing their principles in the development of a network of greenway

corridors. The corridors will focus on a geographic area within the confines of the Ten
Mile Region Sub-watershed.

Research Methods And Approach
Recent inquiry by the author revealed that five greenway proposals out of the 101 appear
to be nearing implementation. They are, The Heritage Riverfront Park (Norwich), The
Coginchaug River Greenway (Guilford, Durham, Middletown and Middlefield), The
Farmington Canal Trail (southern section: New Haven to Cheshire) The Housatonic
Riverbelt Greenway (Stratford and Milford Connecticut to Massachusetts) and The
Capitol Greenways System (Hartford, East Hartford, Manchester and surrounding towns).
In each case non biological criteria drove the outcome of the final design except the
Coginchaug River Greenway

The Coginchaug concept resulted in a comprehensive

management plan that laid the groundwork for a model that could be refereed to by other
greenway designers in Connecticut.(Gibbons 1995).

Original ideas of a continuous trail

along the river were modified to include a shorter trail, with a sharper focus on
conservation and preservation of important water and land resources in other areas. The
greenway could serve two functions, provide protection for environmentally sensitive
areas, and offer the public access to the river for recreational use.

Field studies and interviews with officials of the CT. DEP, USDA, regional planners,
local biologists and other public conservation agencies indicated that similar biophysical

conditions existed in the Ten Mile Region Sub-watershed study area (Cardini, McNealy,
Murray, Ruude, & Hemingston 1995).

Based on this knowledge, it was concluded that

an ecological approach to greenway design for the towns of Salisbury and Sharon be
adopted.

The rational for an ecologically based greenway concept evolved from data

provided by the CT. DEP and the US. DOT identifying sites of threatened and
endangered species within the Ten Mile Region Sub-watershed study area. Research
revealed that a fairly even distribution of threatened plant and amphibian species were

present in the wetland regime. It was concluded that Smith and Hellmund’s ecological
greenway design methodology would best facilitate a holistic approach to the
management of the study area.

Smith and Hellmund’s model provides a series of four

stages that leads the designer through a process of questions concerning ecological issues.
It provides a framework for comprehensive corridor conception.

In essence, it is a

process of layers designed to eliminate areas of the landscape that do not meet the goals
of the project i.e.: water quality enhancement, biological diversity and recreation.

Since

an ecological approach to the establishment of greenway corridor routes is relatively new
in the State of Connecticut the model would offer landscape architects and others an
opportunity to evaluate its effectiveness in this region of the United States.

Further

background inquiry uncovered a recently published newspaper article that featured a rail

to trail greenway plan for the town of Salisbury and the concerns of citizens. Concerns
ranged from privacy, to trail surface material and lack of public input prior to application
for funding through an ISTEA grant. A recent trend to conserve farmland “in trust” has
removed many acres of land from commercial development in the study area.

This

practice of land preservation presented an opportunity to design a greenway(s) through
large parcels that would not infringe on the privacy concerns of the public.

A local sub-watershed approach in the development of final corridor routes was

employed for the study area. The design program was based on scientific water quality
studies in the early 1980’s suggesting that large farming operations in the sub-watershed
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were responsible for high yields of nitrate loading in Mudge Pond (Ballie 1986).

Further

analysis and field studies by this author indicated that one minor sub-watershed continues
to support the largest contiguous farming operation between the towns of Salisbury and
Sharon.

This particular sub-watershed will be the focus of a series of details that traverse

the area along a north/south axis and identified as the “Wequadnack Greenway.”

Based

on the following assessment of land use, current farming practice and future development
patterns, a greenway management plan was deemed a legitimate design alternative.

A

network of greenway’s will provide an additional measure of ecological enhancement for
the study area along Indian and Red Mountain’s connecting the Wequadnack at a low
point in the sub-watershed.

Citizen participation prior to greenway conceptual plans would take the form of
newspaper articles, public service announcements, telephone interviews and a
questionnaire survey.

The queried data in addition to synthesis of biophysical and

sociocultural data would determine the location of a final corridor(s) and route(s) through
the sub-watershed.

A final evaluation of the Greenway Best Management Plan and

critique of Smith and Hellmund’s ecological greenway design model will be addressed.

1]

Chapter

II.

Ecological Greenway Planning and Design
Historical Context

History has shown that landscape architects and others charged with the design of linear
corridors have had at their disposal greenway models that did lay the foundation for
success . Greenway models (or principles) are not entirely new to the field of landscape
architecture.

In 1890 Frederick Law Olmstead designed Boston’s “Emerald Necklace”

creating a linear park system along the fens in the Back Bay of the city. Olmstead’s
concept employed for the first time a design system that actually recognized that a linear
corridor could be much more than a carriage trail. Olmstead and Vaux continued to use
linear connections in many of their later designs, including parkways and open space
systems in Buffalo, New York and Chicago, Illinois. A focus on the Ecological function
of greenways began to take root in Olmstead’s design for Boston’s “Emerald Necklace”
which he developed in stages between 1878 and 1890, addressing problems of drainage
and water quality.

Although these modifications were more akin to modern engineering

solutions than to an ecological approach, Olmstead nonetheless established an early
precedent for the idea of using greenways to accommodate multiple uses (Smith &
Hellmund 1993).

Olmstead and Vaux emphasized social and aesthetic issues in most of

their work because these were the most pressing needs of their day.

Other noted

landscape architects H.W. S. Cleveland, Charles Elliot and Jens Jensen followed
Olmstead and Vaux’s model for their green corridor designs.
“greenways”

Green corridors or

began to take fashion throughout the United States.

refers to open space or natural areas that have a linear form.
expanded definition:

The term greenway

Charles Little offers a useful

a greenway is a “linear open space established along either a natural

corridor, such as a riverfront, stream valley, or ridgeline, or overland along a

railroad

right-of-way converted to recreational use, a canal scenic road, or other route” or,
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alternately, an “open space connector linking parks, nature reserves, cultural features or
historic sites, with each other and populated areas” (Flink & Searns 1993 preface:).

The

concept of the greenway developed into the greenbelt used in the design of “new towns”
that made their entrance in the United States. The greenbelt concept was further
developed by the American regional planner Benton Mackaye in 1928.

MacKaye

proposed systems of wooded open space that “would form a linear area, or belt around
and through the locality” (Hellmund & Smith 1993 p.6).

A turing point in the ecological approach to planning and design occurred during the
1960’s when landscape architects such as Phillip Lewis Jr., Professor of Landscape
Architecture at the University of Wisconsin, introduced the concept of ecology as a
principle in land conservation (Lewis 1964).

Other contemporaries such as Ian McHarg,

of the University of Pennsylvania proposed a system of transparent map overlays
representing different categories of natural features that would guide design professionals
in land management planning.

It is worth noting that overlay techniques are only as

useful as the ecological inventory and analysis that preceded them.

Many projects that

use overlays look almost exclusively at the pattern of resource distribution, with little
regard for ecological processes, which are less readily uncovered because they so often
extend beyond the obvious boundaries of natural features(Hellmund & Smith 1993).

For

instance, it is one thing to identify the extent of riparian vegetation, but it is quite another
to determine the width of a corridor beyond (or perhaps within) this area that will
effectively filter out contaminants emanating from adjacent areas or that allows wildlife
to pass unimpeded.

If the nature of these processes is understood, they can be

incorporated into the method (Hellmund & Smith 1993).

Since the 1890’s there have indeed been significant changes to our population settlement
patterns throughout the country with a move outward into the suburban regions adjacent
to many major metropolitan areas.

Lewis Mumford in an early essay reminded his

readers that in the years before the nineteenth and twentieth century transportation
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schemes set off wave after wave of urban flight. Regional development had normally
been of service to “mans evolution” by creating for people a connectedness that widened
their mental and spiritual horizon (Hiss 1990).

That trend continues today into the

hinterlands beyond the suburban reaches of megalopolitan urban centers.

The continued

migration has affected former agricultural regions of our country, converting them to
hobby farms by retirees, weekenders and vacation home residents.

These land use

patterns, cultural influences and changes in agriculture have in many ways impacted the
landscape nationally, and particularly in Connecticut because of its juxtaposition between
New York City and Boston.

The resulting effect of the “new residents” interest in

experiencing the outdoors along greenways for recreation, education, and overall
preservation of the natural environment has generated the need for additional greenway
design approaches.

Current greenway proposals in the State of Connecticut reflect only a pragmatic set of
issues that accompanied each proposal.

Aspects such as: employment and revenue,

tourism connections, scenic overlooks, funding resources, technical advise, volunteerism,

historic preservation, stewardship and reclamation headed the agenda.

Landscape

architects can be more effective in their approach to holistic greenway design through the
implementation of scientific design principals that are sometimes not a part of their
education or training.

It is therefore important that landscape architects and others draw

on the expertise of social scientists, natural scientists, biologists and ecologists in
designing a greenway strategy for a particular community.

Geographers can offer

additional background linking both biophysical and sociocultural aspects of a prospective
region being considered for a greenway corridor.

Ecological Greenway Design Method
Most greenway design projects commence with some general considerations regarding its
location and use in a given environment.

Often times designers tend to confine the

14

greenway to a narrow context.

The ecological greenway design method however, takes a

much broader perspective. It concerns itself with various kinds of conservation
throughout a broader perspective and includes a number of goals to enhance the outcome
of the concept.

It is not generally in the best interests of communities to simply introduce

a greenway corridor as a trail only. The ecological greenway design model addresses
additional factors such as biological diversity, water and recreational issues even when
the main focus is recreation.

This approach to greenway corridor design offers landscape

architects and other design professional the ability to promote the acceptance of a
particular concept to the community.
necessarily panaceas unto themselves.

It should be noted however, that greenways are not
Greenways serve only as one form of

environmental conservation and designers should consider additional forms of ecological
management in addition to corridor design.

The four stages of ecological greenway

design offered by Hellmund in this study were distilled from a broad spectrum of design
principles that fit the program for the Ten Mile Region Sub-watershed study area.

Stage 1: Understanding Regional Context

Are there significant unprotected biological, water, recreational
or other features in the region that could be maintained or enhanced
by a greenway or network of greenways?
What are the characteristics of greenways that successfully maintain
or enhance natural features and processes?
Are there significant opportunities for maintaining or enhancing
biological diversity in the region?

What are the constraints?

Are there significant opportunities for maintaining or enhancing
water resources in the region?

What are the constraints?

Are there significant opportunities for maintaining or enhancing
outdoor recreation in the region?

What are the constraints?
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Are there other significant opportunities for greenway development in the
region? Are there any other constraints?

Overall Question

With the knowledge gained from the contextual study, should

the greenway project go forward?

Guidelines To Help Answer The Overall Question

The project should continue to Stage 2 for further study if there
appears to be a potential role for a greenway in the region and no
insurmountable

constraints.

Stage 2: Selecting Project Goals and a Study Swath

Which ecological or recreational issues of the region discovered
in Stage I should be addressed by the goals of a greenway?
What are the workable objectives for each of the goals?
What are the key uses of the greenway?
What will be the most important uses of the greenway?
What are the ecological conditions needed to maintain and
enhance each use?

Where Is The Most Promising Study Swath?

A promising study swath should cover a broad area that encompasses
known biological, water resource, and restoration and recreation

16

opportunities for a greenway and has few serious obstacles to the
projects goals.
Eliminate from the study obviously inappropriate lands, including
insurmountable barriers.

Not all lands designated for conservation should be assumed to
have the qualities needed to serve as nodes for a greenway
connect areas of known quality.
What areas within the region have the qualities needed to serve
as nodes for the greenway?

Which areas are already managed for biological diversity, water
resource protection, or recreation?

Where are the linear landscape elements, such as abandoned rail lines
or hedgerows, that might form a spine of a greenway (even though
they may not connect significant nodes)?

Overall Question

With the knowledge gained to this point should the project go
forward?

Guidelines To Help Answer The Overall Question?

The project should go to stage 3 if there is a swath within which there
appears to be sufficient resources to support a greenway.

Stage 3: Defining Greenway Boundaries

Overall Question

17

Where within the swath is the best general alignment for the
greenway?
What are the disturbance characteristics of the swath that
might affect either greenway alignment or width setting?
Where are the best alignments for the key biological uses?
Where are the best alignments for the key water resource uses?
Where are the best alignments for the key recreational uses?
How are the best alignments combined into a single unified
greenway system?

Where should the boundaries for the greenway be set?
How can widths be set locally along the greenway alignment in
response to the needs of key users?
What is the priority for acquiring and implementing each segment of the
greenway?

Overall question

With the knowledge gained to this point should the project go
forward?
Guidelines To Help Answer The Overall Question

If there are viable alignments and widths that will meet the
requirements of the key uses, then the project can go to Stage 4

Stage 4: Creating And Implementing Site Designs And Management Schemes

Overall Question

What is the design program for the greenway?

18

Where should facilities (such as trails, wildlife underpasses,
bridges etc.) be sited and how should they be implemented?
How should ecological restoration be accomplished where it
is needed?
How should the greenway be managed?

Since the study area does support a number of sites designated “threatened” every effort
will be taken to avoid them.
to provide circulation.

If a network of greenways is adopted, they will be connected

The connectivity of greenway corridors will be made to facilitate

movement of various species throughout the sub-watershed study area. The
establishment of a network of greenways will offer a long term management plan
providing future movement for lowland and upland species, in the event of intensive
development.

The corridor connections will facilitate the need for links with larger

patches of potential fractured habitat to insure long term species diversity.

The final

corridor(s) selected may reflect only one of the core criteria 1.e.: recreation, biological
diversity or water quality enhancement.

It is conceivable that any one corridor could

support all three criteria. Hellmund’s model will be evaluated regarding its effectiveness
in accomplishing the three core elements of Stage 1 and subsequent stages 2,3, and 4.
The first stage of the method is intended to help designers step back from a greenway

project and look beyond what may already seem to be obvious solutions based on local
perceptions.

Starting a project with a greenway alignment or neglect a conservation need

that may cause designers to overlook a better alignment or neglect a conservation need
that may be more urgent (Hellmund 1993 p.131).

Greenways are effective when they

maintain or enhance natural features and processes; otherwise they would hardly be worth
the effort it takes to create them.

The crucial question at the first stage of the model is to

determine to what extent linear conservation zones can be useful in protecting important
landscape features and processes in the region (Hellmund 1993 ibid.). Attention should

be paid not only to the conservation opportunities present in the region but also to the
existing or potential development of the landscape that could threaten the region’s
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ecological features (Hellmund 1993 p.132).

The presence of environmental problems,

such as water pollution, soil erosion, flooding and sedimentation of streams and lakes,
may indicate areas that could greatly benefit from a greenway or other form of
conservation (Hellmund 1993 p.133).

In stage 2 of the process a designer begins to develop her goals regarding the greenways
purpose.

Once the goals have been identified the task of alignments, width, network

schemes etc. can begin to develop.

Public input comes into play during this stage in

various forms from newspaper articles, questionnaires and public meetings.

The

concerns of the public can aid the landscape architect in determining key uses of a
greenway corridor.

Selecting key uses for a project deserves careful consideration.

recreation goal, one must ask what kind of recreation is intended.

Fora

For biological diversity

protection, ask what species or guilds of plants and animals need special consideration
(Hellmund 1993 p.135).

Once the goals have been discovered it is possible to focus on a

potential study area, from a regional scale to a smaller study swath.

The design evolves

further and connections are then considered, linking nodes for wildlife that may use the
corridor.

If the concept is to facilitate animal movement only then it is not necessary to

link the corridor with an urban destination.

Mapping at stage 2 will generally take the

form of hand-drawn overlays in a further attempt to identify opportunities and obstacles
for the corridor path.

Once a composite map has been produced, the design professional

can begin to define a study swath.

The steps of stage 2 culminate in one of the following

decisions: (1.) There is an appropriate study swath and the greenway process should
continue with the current goals, (2.) the project should be dropped, or (3.) the project
should be started over again with new or revised goals (Hellmund 1993 p.139).

In stage 3: it is determined where the actual greenway boundaries are to be located.
Alignments based on functional connectivity are also considered in this stage.

As in the

case of streamside buffering, cycling, or animal movement the corridor’s length is

considered. Redundant links can be very helpful to consider so that if a break occurs in
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the system, the remaining corridor infrastructure does not fail. Areas that have the
potential to be good-quality nodes and that are already protected may be utilized as
especially attractive points to include in the greenway alignment.
be large, single owner properties (Hellmund 1993 p.143).
vary depending on adjacent land uses.

Also attractive might

The greenway design should

Since future changes in land use may occur over

time, greenway buffer widths should be as wide as possible.

After widths have been

determined the corridor is evaluated to identify potential problem areas.
discovered then compromises will be made with the width or alignments.

If inequities are
Once

adjustments are completed the final stage can be implemented.

Stage 4: addresses the key uses of the greenway and its components that insure its
effectiveness over time. Items such as natural features that are fragile and may be
negatively affected by users need to be monitored.

The types of materials used in the

construction of the greenway must be selected carefully so as not to disrupt the corridor’s
ecological integrity. Recreational goals should not compromise native wildlife uses of a
greenway.

Details such as bridges, and seasonal flooding need to be considered, in

addition to facilities that would not disrupt other key uses of the design.

Chapter

III.

1. Biophysical Analysis
This chapter devotes itself to the biophysical aspects of the study area commencing first
with the geological history of its formation, physiographic features such as forested
upland, valley sub watershed, conservation lands (including protected sites) and avian
habitat.

Secondly, sociocultural data is presented in the form of a telephone and

questionnaire survey to provide additional community responses for the concept of an
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ecological greenway corridor.

The third and final section presents the development of the

greenway management plan based on synthesizing of the first two sections.

The physiographic character of the study area is comprised of two uplifted mountain
ridges and valley that run north and south between the towns of Salisbury and Sharon,
Connecticut . The two thrust faults of Precambrian gneiss extend to the Berkshires of
Massachusetts and can be found along the Hudson Highlands of New York state Kirby
1995).

At one point in geologic time a great inland sea covered the valley area resulting

in a deposit of limestone.
valley.
pockets.

The limestone deposition is known locally as the marble

The marble valley landscape is dimpled by many shallow basins and deep
In humid climates worldwide, lime rich rocks like marble or limestone are

eroded into deep hollows and depressions, and Connecticut’s marble valley is no
exception (Bell 1986).

The deep pockets and ravines of region support the state’s largest

inland wetlands and lakes. In fact, the town of Salisbury boasts the deepest natural lake
in the State of Connecticut , Lake Wononskopomuc.

The limestone wetlands provide an

uncommon habitat for some of the most unique varieties of lime dependent flora and
fauna in the state (Bell 1986).

Approximately two million years ago, during the Pleistocene epoch a great glacier
advanced and retreated through the valley between Salisbury and Sharon.

The boundary

between the Pliocene and the Pleistocene is generally placed at the beginning of
widespread glaciation.

Modern glaciers cover only about 10 percent of the earth’s land

surface, and most of these are located in Antarctica, Greenland, Iceland and mountainous

terrain’s. Pleistocence glaciers covered more than three times that area or about 17
million square miles based on the outer limits of glacial deposits.

Seismic studies and

test drilling in Greenland and Antarctica indicate that the ice reaches thickness of 10,000
and 13,000 ft. However, since continental glaciation may have begun as early as 60
million years ago it is not possible to define the Pleistocene as the time of the ice ages.

It

has been estimated that the Pleistocene ice sheets had a volume of 18.4 million cubic
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miles.

A corresponding volume of sea water converted to glacial ice would require a

drop in sea level of about 644 ft. (Seyfert & Sirkin 1973). During the more recent
Wisconsin glacial stage about 20,000 to 30,000 years ago, ice in the northern Housatonic
Valley was about a mile thick (Kirby 1995).

The rate of retreat has been determined in

nearby Hudson Valley, New York from radiocarbon dates and pollen stratigraphy in lake
and bog sediments.

The age of the tundra or herb pollen zone in a given bog provides an

approximate age for the beginning of deglaciation in a specific region.

The retreat of the

ice was slow at first, but by 15,000 B.P. the ice front had retreated into southern New
York and southern New England.

The thickness of the glacial ice and weight contributed

to the rounded and scoured topographical features of the mountains and valleys that
comprise the study area. As the glacial ice began to melt and retreat, pro-glacial lakes
formed both in the valley and in high isolated depressions.

Pro-glacial lakes are defined

as lakes occupying a basin in front of a glacier, generally in contact with the ice (Kirby
1995).

Mudge Pond in Sharon and Wononpakook Lake in Salisbury are characterized as

pro-glacial.

There are three distinct physiographic features that comprise the general study area. At
the western edge of the marble valley in Salisbury and Sharon lie the forested uplands of
Indian Mountain.
Red Mountain.

At the eastern edge of the marble valley are the forested uplands of
The lowland valley connects both uplifted mountains running north and

south for approximately six miles (Map 3.).
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The Forested UpLand

Second growth upland forest covers miles of mountain topography that is typical of the
Litchfield Hills of northwest Connecticut and the study area. The Litchfield Hills are at
the southern extreme of the Berkshire Mountains just north of the study area in
Massachusetts.

Upland forest cover remains essentially undisturbed along Red and

Indian Mountain with the exception of an occasional residence at the edge between field
and forest.

Selective logging occurs in the study area but no evidence of clear-cutting

practice is present in either mountain location.

Large tracts of upland forest remain under

the control of a few private land owners in the sub-watershed.

The tree growth is

comprised of deciduous hardwoods i.e.: oak, maple, birch, and ash with additional

smaller stands of evergreen pine and hemlock.

Understory trees such as shad bush

present themselves in the uplands along with other native species including witch-hazel.
In the 1800’s witch-hazel was harvested for several years in Salisbury and delivered to a
processing plant in the southern part of the state for medicinal purposes.
gathering the woody plant has been discontinued.

The practice of

Several streams that feed the ponds

and lakes in the valley begin in the forested uplands as part of the hydrologic cycle of the
Ten Mile Region Sub-watershed.

The first-order streams course their way down the

eastern and western slopes of Red and Indian Mountain as they enter both Lake

Wononpakook and Mudge Pond.
The Valley

The marble valley region of the study area is gently rolling with steeper hollows that
contain a number of small ponds and lakes. The valley remains largely cleared of dense
woodland where agriculture in the form of crops and some cattle farming are still present.

Hayfields and grazing pastures are separated by remnant hedgerows of deciduous trees
and woody shrub species that generally line the fencerow property lines of land owners.
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There are scattered patches of larger stands of woodlands that have continued reverting to

climax forest where farming practices have been abandoned in the valley.
The valley soils are comprised of silt loam’s that are considered highly productive with
trace elements that make up for their rocky underpinnings.

The soils tend to be erodable

during periods of high storm events when planted with row crops such as corn for silage.

Sub-Watershed

The Ten Mile Region Sub-watershed (Map
watershed (Map

4.) is located in the Litchfield County sub-

5.) a part of the Housatonic Major Basin (Map

western edge of Massachusetts and Connecticut.

6.) that runs along the

The sub-watershed occupies a humid

region with an average yearly rainfall of 56.4 inches (Ruffner & Bair 1974). Agricultural
practices within the watershed continue on slopes that often exceed 15 percent, adding to
the potential runoff of nutrients.

Manure spreaders are still in use by some farmers in

addition to the watering of cattle herds in perennial open streams that meander across
several remaining agricultural tracts in the study area (Rudde 1995).

The sub-watershed

consists primarily of first and second order perennial streams that eventually drain into
Lake Wononpakook and Mudge Pond.

Most all of the sub-watershed’s main streams

travel through inland wetlands that function as natural filtration sinks removing
contaminants that could adversely affect both bodies of water.

The inland wetlands

further serve as flood control retention basins during periods of major storm events that
can occur in the sub-watershed.

Further inquiry has revealed that although more than ten

years have passed since the research into the causes of nitrate pollution at Mudge Pond,
continued use of high nitrogen fertilizers is still practiced (Rudde U.S.D.A. Litchfield
Connecticut 1995).

Some farms now employ the use of filter strips to reduce the amount

of surface fertilizers from entering streams and creeks adjacent to farmlands (Rudde

1995).
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However, these best management practices devised do not offer a year round buffer strip
of vegetation.

Through a number of projects and field demonstrations, SCS personnel are

gaining a clearer idea about how to get the most erosion control with narrow sod alleys
(Taylor 1990).

Second to soil erosion among farmland watersheds are agricultural

sources of nonpoint pollution.

Studies are being conducted throughout the country by

various agencies charged with determining what best management practices can be
employed to reduce the threat. The results of studies by agricultural researchers revealed
that nutrient levels were high in watersheds with artificial drainage improvements, such
as straightened channels and tile drains. Apparently the capacity of wet soil or swampy
areas with forested land near streams, and “buffer areas,” to assimilate and trap
agricultural pollutants was eliminated by plowing right up to streams and ditches or by
applying cow manure to steep slopes (Johnson 1985).
locations of the Ten Mile Region Sub-watershed.

This practice can be observed in

Despite the overall reduction of large

farming practices in the study area former working farms (now residential gentrified
tracts) are compounding the problem of nitrate fertilization while enhancing their “Great
Lawns” (Smith 1995).

Conservation Lands

The State of Connecticut has been affected by human development since colonial times.
Early explorer Bradford Morse wrote in 1804 that “the state is checkered with
innumerable roads or highways crossing each other in every direction.

A traveler on any

of these roads in even the most unsettled parts of the state will seldom pass more than a
mile without finding a house and a farm under such improvements, as to afford the
necessaries for the support of a family.

The whole state resembles a well “cultivated

garden” (Bell 1985).
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Vast regions of the State of Connecticut and the United States have been impacted by

unrestricted development over the decades since Bradford Morse wrote his observations
in 1804.

In the Northeast, according to Hooper Brooks, vice president of the Regional

Plan Association in New York City and director of its Regional Open Space Program,
development activities are for the first time becoming a uniform presence throughout the
thirty-one counties in New York, New Jersey, and Connecticut that make up the New

York metropolitan region. This means that shops on Fifth Avenue, theaters in Times
Square, row houses west of Central Park, and unspoiled farmland in northern New Jersey
and northwestern Connecticut, up along the Hudson River Valley, and out on the North
Fork of Long Island-neighborhoods and landscapes often well over a hundred miles apart
are now almost equally at risk (Hiss 1990).

Communities throughout the country have adopted planning and zoning regulation
policies to guide their future growth and development.

Recently, land trust conservation

programs have become popular for preserving the American landscape and the Ten Mile
Region Sub-watershed is no exception to this phenomenon.

In 1963, the Connecticut General Assembly declared “that it is in the public interest to
encourage the preservation of farmland, forest land and open space in order to maintain a
readily available source of food and farm products close to the metropolitan areas of the
state, to conserve the state’s natural resources and to provide for the welfare and
happiness of the inhabitants of the state.” (P.A.

490, 1; C.G.S. Section 12-107a).

In December 1982, the Town of Salisbury adopted an official Plan of Development which
has as explicit goals to “maintain the rural and village character of the Town” and to
“preserve prime agricultural farmland”.

The town of Sharon has also followed suit but

has not protected as great a land area as Salisbury (Map 7.).
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These land preservation policies have maintained the open valley essence and charm of
the Ten Mile Region Sub-watershed.

The uninterrupted valley view rolling landscape with white clapboard farm houses and

red barns are lasting examples of the rural character of the cultural landscape for all those
to admire.

It is conceivable that the trend to preserve open farmland along Sharon’s part

of the valley of could match that of Salisbury in the future, thus removing the potential
for small lot- residential development from occurring. However, the preservation of
valley agricultural lands could result in even greater demand for residential development
in the highlands of Indian and Red Mountains, affecting the edges of both landforms
while increasing surface nutrient runoff.

Protected Valley Sites

Beeslick Preserve

There are several locations in the sub-watershed that support

communities of threatened and endangered species.

One such habitat “The Beeslick

Preserve” presently Nature Conservancy land (Map

8.) comprises an area of 102 acres.

Donated in 1977, the preserve is home to a unique species of birch and provides habitat
for a few bird species seldom seen in the State. Nature Conservancy studies conclude
that a trail could be developed along the high ground of the preserve along the north edge
of the pond without harm to the environment.

It was also recommended that a small area

be cleared on the northern shoulder of Red Mountain at the Conservancy’s point of
access.

“Bird watching stations” for birders to observe the avian community should be

established as an alternative to an extensive system of paths that would adversely impact
the preserve.

Beeslick Brook Woods

This inland wetland area of approximately 200 acres is located

just off the main campus grounds of The Hotchkiss School in Lakeville (a Hamlet of
Salisbury) (Map 9.) The wetland

occupies more that fifty percent of the total side trails
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in the woods.

There is a year round babbling brook in a cathedral woodland setting with

much understory tree and shrub growth removed, creating a very open woodland floor in
a cool environment.

The present trails are used by the science faculty and student body at

the school for interpretive studies. The trail system meanders through various vegetation
zones replete with sedges, ferns, spike rushes, twig rushes, waterlilies and mixed
hardwoods.

Initial trail access is from Route 112 just south of the campus entry.
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Avian Habitat

Biologists concur that approximately 135 avian species nest regularly in the State of
Connecticut.

Like other populated states, Connecticut, has been affected by development

which has decreased the quality of bird habitats.

In some cases, however, bird

populations of several species e.g., “northern cardinals and northern mockingbirds” have

adjusted to the new landscape changes in the state and are flourishing as permanent
residents.

It is widely accepted though, that on the whole species diversity has been

dramatically impacted in several regions of Connecticut, with a few exceptions.

The Ten Mile Region Sub-watershed study area supports a diversity of species within the
confines of its general borders.

Habitat selection and species diversity correlates in large

measure to the quality of existing habitat and diversity of the natural landscape.

The

ability of experienced birders to predict roughly the kinds of birds likely to breed in a
particular habitat is based on the regularity with which breeding birds of a different
species occur in certain kinds of associations.

In general, the variety of breeding species

tends to be higher in more complex habitats than in simpler ones (Bevier 1994).

An

additional factor affecting numbers of avian species appears to be foraging opportunities
that present themselves in a particular habitat.

The two town study area has over time

maintained an abundance of hedgerows primarily due to low impact development and/or
the acquisition of former farm properties which has kept them intact. There are no
guarantees, however, that the practice of large tract land holding will continue into the
future and the prospect of land being subdivided into smaller building lots must be
reckoned with.

Background
At present there are over 100 avian species that inhabit the environment of the Ten Mile
Region Sub-watershed which is located in the Sharon USGS Quadrangle of northwest
Connecticut (Figure 2.).
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One explanation suggests that the high number of species is attributed to the existing
“richness of habitat” providing excellent forage and nesting opportunities (Hemingston
1995).

The present avian habitat condition in the study area is worthy of protection and

management, both of which are encouraged through development of a comprehensive
greenway system.

The remaining fencerows present in and presently surround many farm

fields afford a variety of food and cover plant species, enhancing mammalian and avian
habitat.

The system of fencerows or hedgerows was derived by earlier English Settlers

who cleared the Connecticut woodland and established small farms in their new
environment.

1994

Some enclosure of the open fields in England had begun as far back as the

mid fifteenth century, and as might be expected, enclosures frequently gave rise to
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disputes between the different parties involved, so that it became necessary to establish a
legal basis for the action (Richardson & Streeter 1984).

Baptist and Zeranski reveal that during the first half of the 1800s the amount of acreage in
Connecticut devoted to farming was at its greatest, peaking in the early 1860’s during the
Civil War.

At that time about 75 percent of the land was “improved” or modified for

farming (Bell 1986).

Then many of the native animals inhabiting woodlands were at their

lowest numbers and some had been extirpated altogether.

But the transformation of the

land had positive effects on wildlife that favored, fields, meadows and marshes.

Several

smaller mammal species, including woodchucks, which favored grasslands and brushy
areas became widespread.

Among birds many sparrow species maintained high numbers,

as did bobwhite, upland sandpiper, bobolink, eastern meadowlark, and eastern bluebird
(Baptist & Zeranski 1990).

An interview with a local wildlife manager in the field revealed that identifiable indicator
species for the ten Mile Region Sub-watershed are unknown (Hudek 1995).

The only

census of avian counts available in the study area over a long time frame is for the Miles
Sanctuary located on 1,447 acres in the village of Sharon.

The census does reveal that

larger avian species such as the red tailed hawk, great horned owl and blue jay appear to
maintaining their vitality in the study area. The census has been recorded each year in
December since 1961 (General Appendix).

A recently published avian book, The Atlas of

Breeding Birds of Connecticut (Bevier 1994) was reviewed for avian study data and
provided much of the background referenced in this study.

The book employed a

computer generated USGS quadrangle system with geographic referencing of bird counts
in the state by species.

The data was collected by 500 individuals, principally volunteers.

This is the first publication of its kind in Connecticut and was published in 1994 (Figure

3.).
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Current Study Area Habitat Condition
The major environmental changes, effecting avian populations in the study area during
the last 50 to 75 years has been the decline of agriculture.

Against great odds,

conservationists have challenged traditional values and initiated legislation to protect
natural resources and improve avian habitat (Baptist & Zarenski 1990).

Increased

environmental awareness in the study area and importance of environmental protection in
the Ten Mile region Sub-watershed has resulted in a general improvement of
environmental quality.

Currently, remnant hedgerows or fencerows support a diversity of

plant species such as honeysuckle, grape, poison ivy, multiflora rose and red-osier

dogwood.

Several plant species were introduced to the study area under the auspices of

the USDA farm program for soil stabilization.

These introductions have now established
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themselves throughout the study area and are sometimes confused as native species.
Existing fencerow vegetation is considered diverse by local wildlife biologists (McNeally
1995).

There is some discord among biologists regarding the proliferation of non-native

plant species such as bittersweet, Japanese honeysuckle and Japanese barberry due to
their invasive qualities.

However, it is well accepted that despite the preponderance of

non-natives their capacity to provide diverse forage to avian species compensates for their
aggressive nature.

The rich diversity of forage and cover species in the Ten Mile Region

Sub-watershed fencerows continues to play an important role in the quality of avian
habitat present in this region of the state.

Long Term Management
A major detriment to future protection of existing fencerow habitat in the study area will
be in the form of land development.

It is conceivable that development could eradicate

much of the existing edge habitat that currently supports a wide variety of avian habitat.
Personal inquiry of residents revealed that existing hedgerows are not considered a high
priority landscape element worthy of protection.

It appears that much of the public

considers existing fencerows as tangled masses of overgrown weeds that should be
removed in favor of the “kept look;” this would be to the detriment of avian species.
Several parcels of agricultural farmlands have been set aside as part of the Connecticut
Farmland Preservation Program in the study area. This conservation practice will
preserve some of the remaining fencerows, however, remaining edge habitats could be
lost over time.

The fracturing of fencerows will disrupt the richness of the habitat and

result in the reduction of forage, cover and nesting environments for many birds.
Habitats and species may also be lost as a result of fragmentation of existing wetlands
and old fields. Fragmentation may ultimately result in the functional loss of some habitat
types and associated animal species.

The increasing distance between similar patches

decreases the likelihood that species can migrate among patches.

As species are

exterminated within a given patch, new individuals find it difficult or impossible to
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immigrate and diversity decreases (harker et. al. 1993).

These conditions combine to

reduce species richness to the survival of avians.

Landscape architects, biologists and others who recognize the value of maintaining
species richness through greenway planning can contribute to the preservation of avian
habitats.

By bringing together planning officials, wildlife biologists, ecologists,

developers and allied community conservation groups a best management plan can be
adopted to half preserve existing fence rows through a “greenlinks” concept.

Greenlinks

are divided into three basic parts 1) introducing the target audience to the idea of
naturalizing the landscape by use of a strong education program 2) working with adjacent
landowners throughout the area to link more and more open spaces and natural areas
together in a regional system and 3) developing a detailed naturalization plan (such as a
greenway)

for the managed site (harker et al 1993 p.5). This concept could be employed

in the study area by adoption of the three principles presented for the existing fencerows
along the Wequadnack Greenway in the Ten Mile Region Sub-watershed study area. The
fencerows should remain in place as a way to preserve avian biological diversity for
residents and visitors to experience and learn from.

Once a management plan is

conceived it should be presented before the entire community for endorsement and
written into future land use policy.

Policies could identify parcels of land identified as

“rich” in terms of habitat diversity and worthy of preservation.

The plan could be

administered by local conservation groups and environmental managers to insure that
preservation policies are followed as prescribed.

Designers of greenway corridors recognizing the value of forage can enhance the
experience of trail users and increase avian diversity by introducing native species of
plants.
habitats.

These plants could supplement existing forage along lowland and upland edge
As previously noted the Ten Mile Region Sub-watershed contains a variety of

landforms that support a diversity of plant species enhancing foraging opportunities for
birds. However, one that is generally lacking in the study area is red-osier dogwood

4]

Cornus stolonifera.

The fruit of this species is consumed by a wide variety of songbirds

readily identified in stomach analysis (Martin 1949).

The fruits of the woody stemmed

dogwood are valued by wildlife.

Cornus stolonifera:

Stem:

Slender, upright, dark blood red, appressed, elongated,
essentially no difference between this species and C. alba

Fruit:

Drupe, white globose; stand as broad as high or slightly
broader, rounded at base.

Size:

7 to 9’ spreading to 10’ or more.

Habit:

Loose, broad spreading, rounded, multi stemmed shrub
with horizontal branches at base; freely stoloniferous as it
spreads by underground stems.

Rate:

Fast, seems to be quite vigorous.

Texture:

Medium in leaf and in winter.

Stem Color:

Red, various authorities list the stem color as dark blood-red dark

purplish red, brilliant red; very handsome and eye appealing in a
winter setting especially with a sprinkling of snow to set off the
stem color.
Culture:

Fibrous rooted, easily moved bare root or balled and burlaped;

extremely adaptable to wide range of soil and climatic conditions;
does best in moist soil and is often observed in the wild in wet
swampy situations.
Diseases:

No major problems.

Use:

Excellent for massing in large areas, along highways, parks, golf
courses; interesting stem color makes it suitable for many
applications.

Can be an effective bank cover for it holds soil quite

well (Dirr 1983).
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Research with major northeast floriculture wholesalers revealed that the number one year
round woody stem design product was the red-osier dogwood, Cornus stolonifera (Frey
1995).

The red-osier dogwood could be encouraged to protect soils, filter pollutants,

provide habitat and be pleasing to the eye. The red-osier plant species is not a nitrogen
fixing specimen and considered an attribute when designed for nitrogen uptake
applications.

Farmers in the mid-western United States are now realizing a profit generated from
permanent filter strips of woody species previously allowed to remain in a steady state
un-harvested.

Considering how long it takes most conservation practices to catch on, the

contour buffer strip has made a quantum leap in its rate of acceptance (Taylor 1990).
These alternative concepts are providing additional economic incentives for farmers that
have historically reduced their acreage near streams etc., to accommodate maximum
production for crop farming.

Research revealed that woody stemmed plant species like

Cornus stolonifera were more effective in removing surface nutrients by up-take than
grasses commonly used in buffer strips near wetlands.

Scientists concluded that it is

important to remove vegetation utilized for nutrient controls in a sub-watershed.
Although not as simple as mowing grass, selective harvesting of woody-stemmed species
is possible, thereby permanently removing nutrients from the vegetated buffer system
(Lance 1972, Leak and Martin 1975; Ehrenfeld 1987).

Woody-stemmed species are good

long term nitrogen sinks, but removal of the entire plant also removes the nitrogen uptake
and storage mechanism.

Should a vegetated buffer not be periodically harvested,

eventually the nitrogen stored in plant tissues will reenter the system through
decomposition (Lance et. al. 1972).

This steady state condition exists, when a vegetated

buffer is allowed to reach maturity while withholding nitrates in its biomass that will
eventually return into the watershed.

As riparian ecosystems mature, net annual nutrient

uptake in vegetation may decline, and buffers may become less effective filters (New
England Division Army Corps Of Engineers p.18 1991).

Lowrance reveals that in order

to maintain the ability of riparian buffers to assimilate nutrients it may be necessary to
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periodically remove nutrients sequestered in vegetation (NEDACOE p.18 1991).

There

is however the option of selectively harvesting the Cornus species for sale to floriculture
markets in major metropolitan areas thus removing nitrates and allowing the plant to
continue its normal growth and vigor.

This method of selective harvesting could improve

the nitrate uptake efficiency of a greenway buffer without the need for costly replanting
or site impact damage associated with logging of market trees.

Based on the foregoing, the author of this study has selected Cornus stolonifera as a plant
worthy of introduction as an effective greenway buffer companion species along with
existing native varieties.

For plantings intended both to beautify the landscape and to

attract birds, red-oiser dogwood is one of the very best (Martin 1949).

By introducing

Cornus stolinifera as a monoculture mass planting the species would establish itself as a
dominant plant complex.

Site analysis by the author along a potential greenway corridor

route in the valley region of the study area revealed that Cornus stolonifera was present
as ten dispersed single specimens along a three mile remnant hedgerow.

Other woody

shrub species included small complexes of Lonicera, Ligustrum and Berberis.

This

observation indicates that the potential exists in some areas to establish a community of
Cornus stolonifera species. Juniperus virginiana is also recommended as an evergreen to
complement the Cornus stolonifera along the Wequadnack Greenway corridor as an
additional preferred cover and forage species.

Juniperus virginiana

Leaves:

Scale-like leaves arranged in 4 ranks closely pressed and overlapping, about

1/16”
Cones:

Dioecious, female cones ripening in one year, sub-globose, ovoid, up to 4”
long, often glaucous; seeds | to 2, ovoid, furrowed, shining brown, cones can be
quite handsome and some appear almost blue.
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Size:

40 - 50’ high by 8’ to 20’ spread; extremely variable over its extensive native
range.

Hardiness:

Zone 2 to 9.

Habit:

Densely pyramidal when young and slightly pendulous in old age; variable in
the wild from almost columnar to broadly pyramidal.

Rate:

Medium

Texture:

Medium

Bark:

A handsome reddish brown, exfoliating in long strips.

Leaf Color:

Medium green in summer becoming a dirty green in winter.

Flowers:

Usually dioecious; staminate yellow, pistillate green

Fruit:

Cones globular or ovoid, about 1/5” across, brownish violet, glaucous bloomy.
Ripening in the first season; seeds 1-2, ovoid, small, apex blunt angular, deeply
pitted, shining brown.

Culture:

Easily transplanted balled and burlapped if root pruned; tolerant of adverse
conditions, poor gravely soils; acid and high pH soils; prefers a sunny, airy
location, and deep moist loam on well drained subsoil; will tolerate shade only

in extreme youth.
Diseases:

Cedar apple rust and bagworms.

Landscape Use

An excellent specimen and mass if used with care as to color combinations;
useful as windbreaks, shelter belts, hedges, and topiary work (Dirr 1983).

The scheme could greatly enhance biological diversity in the existing habitat where soil,
light and moisture conditions permit, provided the distances are not too great. The
biological diversity in the existing plant community would be further enhanced by
richness of habit providing for a wider variety of avian and mammalian species.
Scientists measure and evaluate biological diversity in several ways.

One concept of

diversity is the number of different types of species of organisms within an ecosystem or
over a defined parcel of landscape.

In order to compare different sites and different

studies, ecologists have developed ways to measure diversity.

One of the simplest

measurements of diversity is the number of species that dwell in a habitat.
of species is referred to as species richness.

The number

Habitats with more species are considered

more diverse. But simple numbers of species often do not tell the entire story of
diversity. A forest with 90 percent of one tree species and 5 percent of two other species
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is different from a community containing the same three tree species but at densities of
25, 35, and 40 percent.

Each forest has the same richness with three species of trees, but

the forest with the more even distribution is considered more diverse.

The distribution of

abundance among different species or the relative abundance of species is referred to as
eveness.

Forests with high eveness are considered more diverse than forests with low

eveness (Harker Et Al 1993. p.21).

2. Sociocultural Analysis
Telephone & Questionnaire Survey Background

The use of a systematic telephone random sampling and questionnaire survey of residents
becomes necessary regarding overall greenway designs in this study.

A series of

questions were developed following the four stages of Hellmunds ecological greenway
design model.

No matter how much economy and restraint are exercised in gathering

information, we will inevitably end up with masses of data too unwieldy to manage and
difficult to make real sense of. We obviously cannot remember all of it, and even major
items are likely to get lost. We therefore need a means not just of organizing the data but
of putting it together in a way that will lead us directly to the shaping of a plan.

This is

where models enter the picture (Lyle 1985). The data obtained from the public can be
further synthesized to fit the principles set forth in any given ecological design model.
This dynamic approach can insure that the net conceptual design facilitates the
communities needs as well as the environment.

The survey questions focused on scientific and pragmatic principals of corridor design to
be applied in the Ten Mile Region Sub-watershed.
public demand.

There are several ways to determine

First, find out what the public has already said it wants.

use technique is the public opinion survey.

One commonly

This can be done inexpensively by telephone

poll, mail out questionnaire, or other technique (Flink 1993).

The systematic telephone

random sampling reached a total of sixty (60) residents in the communities of Lakeville,
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Salisbury and Sharon, Connecticut.
the course of several day’s duration.

Twenty residents in each town were contacted over
To insure accuracy and objectivity, ten names

representing every 40th subscriber were selected from the first half of the telephone
directory and the balance were chosen from the second part of the volume..

Telephone Random Sampling Data Results

Four core questions formed the basis of the systematic telephone sampling of the three
town study area (Appendix A).

Question 1. was written with Hellmunds Stage 1. overall question as a cornerstone to
subsequent greenway design principle...Hellmund:

Are there significant biological,

water, recreational or other features in the region that could be maintained or enhanced
by a greenway or network of greenways?

The study area sub-watershed does reflect a wide variety of hydrological diversity 1.e.:
streams, ponds, lakes and wetlands with threatened and protected species, including
excellent avian biological diversity, as well as several existing recreational trail heads.

Telephone Sampling Question 1. “Do you think it would be important to help
protect the water quality of streams, lakes and ponds between Sharon, Lakeville and
Salisbury and to help protect endangered species in the area by designating a
greenway corridor?

Yes or No! if no, Why Not?”

Yes
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No

2

“If yes “Should areas be off-limits to people?

Some?

All?

Explain.”

There was a broad consensus of opinion that threatened and endangered species locations
should be protected from human impacts where feasible.

Private land could be accessed
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provided a prospective corridor was kept a distance away from residential dwellings, to
insure privacy.

The next series of questions is taken from Hellmund’s Stage 2. model principle.

Hellmund:

Selecting project goals and a study swath.

Every greenway project should

start with biological conservation, water resource protection, and recreational goals.
Do you have any recommendations for protecting water quality or rare plant and
animal species in the area?”

Two general recommendations predominated regarding water quality protection. One was

to limit the use of chemical fertilization and the second proposed a broad based public
education commencing at the elementary school level.

Question 2. “Do you think it would be important to link Sharon, Lakeville and
Salisbury with a pedestrian path for recreation or transportation?”

Yes or No

if

no, “Why not?”
Yes
No

54
6

Four of the “no” respondents indicated that there are currently roads in place that could be
utilized as a link with the communities.

Two revealed that there were existing trails that

would serve with roadways as connections.
If Yes, how would you use such a path?

“Walking, jogging, cycling etc”.

56 Walking
4 Cycling
“Would you be willing to use existing roads or utility easements?”
50 Yes
10 No

The “no” respondents registered a fear regarding electromagnetic fields.
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Questions 3 and 4 would be relevant to Hellmunds Stage 3. of the greenway model.

Helmund:

Defining Greenway Boundaries

Where within the swath is the best general

alignment for the greenway?

Question

3. “What should people using the greenway have access to?”

The respondents revealed that they wished to experience a diversity of natural features in
the study area. i.e.: water features, woodlands, valley and historic points of interest.

Question

4. “What features or places should be off-limits to people?”

The respondents largely agreed that “sensitive sites” should be off-limits where protected
and threatened species may exist.

Questionnaire Data Results

A nineteen question survey was adopted to develop an understanding of the study area
prior to developing a design concept of proposed corridor routes (Appendix B). The
responses would further support a concept that offered a biophysical experience for users.
The questions focused on ecological greenway design principals, trail design parameters
and short answers allowing the respondents to add their own reflections regarding the
study area. It is relevant for designers to query the residents of a particular community
either by personal interview, public forum or standard questionnaire survey to determine
the cultural, natural and historic landscape.

Inquire into its image in the minds of users

and decision makers: how they characterize it, how they feel about it, what they expect of
it. Much of the flavor of place, and its present direction of change, is thereby revealed.
Finally, one must look at the place as an ongoing ecological system, including its present
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human use: how it maintains itself and where the vulnerable points may be.
Understanding site history, ecology, and image are always fundamental (Lynch, 1990).
A total of 2,800 questionnaires were prepared for mailing to residents of three towns that
comprise the ten mile region sub-watershed study area. A group of volunteers were
retained to collate, fold and staple the cover letter, study area map and nineteen-questionand-answer three page mailing.

It was recognized that this method of inquiry

traditionally proves to have a low net return.

However, it would reach the largest

percentage of the population polled because of the rural nature of the study area. The
interview can be converted into a written questionnaire, filed out in private, and returned
by mail.

The answers are now restricted to multiple-choice boxes.

The meaning of

questions must be patent, since there is no opportunity for on the spot clarification.

The

questionnaire must be brief, since there is no strong motive for working on it (Lynch,

1990).
The respondents were given approximately one month to return their completed
questionnaires to two (2) locations in Salisbury and Sharon, Connecticut.
questionnaires were returned or .5 percent.

A total of 143

Only complete responses were compiled for

each question tabulated. Incomplete or unanswered responses were excluded to avoid
biasing the results. Raw data was then plotted by IBM Lotus Spread Sheet with relative
frequency histograms and circle charts diagramming percentages (Appendix B).

Relevance of Telephone And Questionnaire Data

Landscape Architects and other design professionals are called on frequently to interpret
and synthesize community responses that will guide the outcome of proposed concepts.
Survey information becomes the medium for such design direction.

Once assembled, the

survey must be put into concise and usable form, a brief graphic and written statement

that describes the essential nature of the site for the purpose at hand, and how it is
changing. Major constraints, problems, and potentialities are indicated. This concept of
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the site will be modified as the design unfolds, as further information is stumbled upon,
or must be sought out: site analysis is not self-contained (Lynch, 1990).

As initially revealed by question one (1.) of the systematic telephone random sampling
and questionnaire returns, a vast majority of residents responded favorably to the overall
concept of a greenway corridor that would protect the quality of water and biological
diversity in the study area. Question (2.) of the telephone survey revealed that the

residents would also be in favor of a pedestrian path that would link Sharon, Lakeville
and Salisbury for recreation or transportation.

Question six (6.) of the survey

questionnaire showed that 61 percent of the residents would be willing to provide an
easement for a greenway on their private property to biological diversity and preserve
wildlife habitat. A total of 68 percent of the residents in question seven (7.) indicated that
they would be willing to provide a filter strip to reduce surface runoff from entering
streams, ponds and lakes in the sub-watershed.

For question eight (8.) respondents were

quite evenly split in their desire to participate in greenway buffer strip design despite the
low number of returns. It should be further noted that 79 percent of respondents indicated
that they did not own farm land in the study area. Question nine (9.) suggested that 83

percent were in favor of linking other existing nature trails with a major greenway with
historical/cultural features including side trails. 42 percent nearly half revealed that
privacy was a primary concern, followed by 13 percent for crime and third 11 percent for
litter on question eleven (11). Most were evenly divided on a high corridor elevation 54
percent and low elevation 46 percent for question twelve (12). 91 percent were in favor
of making use of abandoned roads question thirteen (13). Native soil received 86 percent
of the responses for question fourteen (14).

Based on the findings of earlier water quality reports by Baillie and Kings Mark 1982-86
regarding nutrient loading and BMP recommendations , a sub-watershed boundary
approach was adopted.

From a broad perspective, because greenways must interact with

surrounding lands, it is crucial to consider a greenways context within the landscape.
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Understanding context may mean deciphering the ways in which animals use neighboring
unprotected lands in addition to the greenway itself. Or, it may mean determining the
type and magnitude of contaminants flowing toward a greenway from adjacent areas
(Hellmund & Smith 1993).

3. Development Of The Greenway Management Plan
Three (3) greenway corridor routes were designed for the sub-watershed study area. The
concepts were based on data reviewed by Hellmund’s “Four Stage Model”, systematic

telephone sampling, questionnaire returns and personal interviews. A process of
reductive analysis was employed to Hellmund’s “Four Stage Model” of the study area in
an effort to determine if key principles would apply.

Further research and analysis

indicated that the principles could indeed be adopted and would form the basis for further
synthesis.

Residents of the towns of Sharon and Salisbury revealed that four major issues

were of concern.

1.

Recreation

Research indicated that the community was generally in favor of the greenway corridor
concept with limited recreational use, primarily for walking.

The corridor should connect

Sharon and Salisbury and afford users a diversity of landscape experience.

Privacy

should be considered where possible when near residences

2. Biological Diversity
Respondents would favor a corridor that would avoid sites designated as habitat for
endangered/threatened species or sensitive in relation to protecting water quality.

The

community members would be willing to grant easements on private lands earmarked for
the enhancement of biological diversity.
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3. Erosion/Pollution Control
Community residents were in support of a greenway management plan that would
provide a measure of water quality enhancement designed to intercept sources of nonpoint source pollution.

4. Socioeconomic Incentives
The residents surveyed would support a greenway concept that offered opportunities and
environmental incentives for the farming community in the study area.

The use of

Cornus stolonifera as a potential cash crop to floriculture markets could supplement
incomes to farmers.

Stage 1: Understanding Regional Context
Since water quality enhancement in the watershed was of concern, a corridor route was
selected in each of the designs that would run perpendicular to surface flow along the
Wequadnack, Red and Indian Mountain Greenways (Maps 10. & 11.). The design intent
is to intercept and buffer surface runoff that would drain into the valley floor by the use
of red osier dogwood, Cornus stolonifera planted in mass along specific lengths of the
Wequadnack Greenway.

The three (3) corridors could effectively maintain or enhance

the natural features present in the Ten Mile region Sub-watershed.

The potential for

mountain sites to be developed does exist and could impact biological diversity in the
study area. The uplands of Red and Indian Mountains, (currently undeveloped) could be
preserved along the edges as future species corridors for limited recreational use.
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Stage 2: Selecting Project Goals And A Study Swath
The communities of Sharon and Salisbury were concerned with the enhancement and
protection of biological diversity.

Therefore, all three corridors were designed to avoid

existing sites designated threatened.

The Wequadnack Greenway affords residents and

visitors the opportunity to recreate in various sections of the corridor without adverse site
impact.

The use of existing country roads and unimproved roads link existing summer

camps and limited private lands. The three corridor routes each connect with existing
trailheads in Salisbury and beyond.

Each corridor design affords the community with a

potential buffer and pollution control.

Stage 3: Defining Greenway Boundaries
The Wequadnack Greenway was designed through a particular area of non-point source
pollution disturbance.

The range and size of the disturbance areas were determined and a

greenway length and width was established to mediate the effects of surface nutrients
flowing into the corridor.

The design intent is to intercept and buffer surface runoff that

would drain into the valley floor by the use of red osier dogwood, Cornus stolonifera
planted in mass along specific lengths of the greenway.

Woody stemmed species such as

Cornus stolonifera have deeper and more developed root systems for removal of nutrient
pollutants.

Active growing vegetation will further enhance the plant’s uptake potential in

a greenway buffer concept.

Selective market harvesting of the Cornus species will

further promote the plant’s uptake capabilities in the sub-watershed discouraging the
species from reaching “steady state”. Most BMP buffers currently in use in a “steady
state” condition returning nitrogen into the watershed through biomass upon
decomposition.

Buffer width is an important criteria to consider by landscape architects contemplating its
use in design.

The width of a buffer can extend from two meters to nearly two hundred.

Based upon mean values reported by category, however, forty-five meter buffers appear
adequate to protect water quality in general, at least within fresh water systems and areas
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where sediment and absorbed pollutants are concerned (Pogue, Lee & Wolf 1994).
Buffer width for the Wequadnack Greenway corridor concept was designed at 10 meters
near residences and 45 and 90 meters for species diversity and uptake as required (Details
2.,3.,4.,

5., & Figure 1.). The simple composition would provide additional quality

forage for avian species as well as habitat for smaller mammals, enhancing species
diversity in the sub-watershed.

Each corridor offers a varied experience away from

predominantly populated areas, insuring privacy for landowners that would provide
easements for the series of trails.
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FIGURE 1.
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Stage 4: Creating And Implementing Site Designs And Management Schemes
The final stage of the design addresses the key uses of the greenway and its components
that insure its effectiveness over time.

Items such as natural features that are fragile and

may be impacted by users need to be monitored.

The type of materials used in the

construction of the greenway were selected carefully so as not to disrupt the corridor’s
ecological trail surface integrity, using native soil and limestone fines. Recreational goals
should not compromise wildlife functions of the greenway.

The Wequadnack, Red and

Indian Mountain corridors provide ample space for users and biological species to
coexist.

Details like seasonal flooding were avoided in addition to potential facilities that

could disrupt other key uses of the design.

Outdoor recreation along the proposed

greenways could be enhanced by connecting existing trailheads like the Appalachian
Trail, an existing rail-to-trail head in Lakeville and Beeslick Brook Woods at the
Hotchkiss School.

Additional opportunities exist by linking former charcoal roads,

utilized by earlier iron ore colliers when the region was first settled. Beeslick Preserve,
currently Nature Conservancy land, could be accessed by selected groups of
environmental students and others from a future environmental center facility designed
on the grounds of the Hotchkiss School.

These forms of outdoor recreation and nature

study could broaden the economic base of the region by bringing in revenue to local
businesses.
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CHAPTER

IV.

Conclusions

More and More landscape architects and others will be called upon in the future to
develop greenway corridors that are holistic in concept.

Future generations will benefit

from their combined efforts to establish a network of corridors that will stand the test of
time by following sound principles of ecological design.

This study has brought forth a

series of ecological based greenway principles to an existing region of northwest
Connecticut that has not previously experienced this type of endeavor.

The

implementation of principles adapted from Paul Hellmund’s ecological model for
greenway design were employed in developing a series of greenway corridors for the Ten
Mile Region Sub-watershed.

The scientific based principles offer designers the building

blocks necessary for creating linear corridors that are much more comprehensive in
structure and function than the formation of simple recreational trails. Historic
destination points (Salisbury and Sharon) diversified landscape features (including
mountain slopes, farmland and wetland), the protection of natural resources, and

provision for recreational and interpretive experiences for users, were each brought forth
in the study area through the use of the Ecological Greenway Design Method.

Strength’s and Weaknesses of Hellmund’s Ecological Greenway Design
Model
The strength of the Ecological Greenway Design Model lies in its comprehensive
approach to greenway management.

The approach is one that can be adapted to other

planning programs and design settings by design professionals.

The model provides a

series of overall questions that leads the practitioner from one stage of the greenway
planning and design endeavor to another helping to focus on substantive environmental
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and sociocultural issues. Factors such as biological diversity, water quality, and outdoor
recreation are each focal points within Hellmund’s stages, helping to assure that these
issues are accounted for in appropriate ways and ultimately lead to greater acceptance of a
greenway program by the public.

Furthermore, Hellmund’s greenway model addresses

the importance of applying his four stages of ecological principles that are easy to follow
when approaching such a complex subject initially. The step by step process provides
landscape architects and others with the important strategies for implementing a scientific
approach to proposed greenway planning and design.

Another apparent strength is the

acceptance of his principles by lay persons, particularly property owners.

Returns of the

mail survey questionnaire revealed that ecological issues such as biological diversity,
water quality enhancement and environmental land preservation were at the forefront of
the peoples concerns in the thesis study area. The general acceptance of Hellmund’s
ecological greenway design method in the study area should offer encouragement to
greenway planners.

The apparent enthusiasm of the public to the ecological geenway

method offers the prospect for its use in the development in other areas.

One final

strength of the Ecological Greenway Design Method lies in its ability to lead to a broad
range of meaningful alternatives.

The open structure of the four stages is invaluable with

regards to the process of contriving a particular scheme that fits with the rural region it is
tested in.

A weakness in the model is highlighted by the political issues facing towns in the study
area. In this and many provincial regions of New England new ideas or plans are not
readily accepted despite scientific evidence supporting these ideas or plans.

Grassroots

advocates who are public opinion leaders can lend strong support in a greenway project if
it becomes popular with them and their constituents.

Therefore, it is important for the

designer to recognize this fact early on in their attempt to communicate concepts and to
establish credibility among these potential allies. Furthermore, Hellmund does not offer
any strategies for thinking about long term management or stewardship for prospective

greenway projects. The ultimate success or failure of a design concept could rest in large
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part on short and long range policies that should be considered and developed during
Hellmund’s four stages. Lastly, it is possible that the model itself may be too
comprehensive in its approach.

The length of each stage could be pared down to reduce

the time required to complete a conceptual design.

Designers can go into greater detail

once a conceptual design has been brought to the public and other reviewing groups.

Importance of Public Participation in Greenway Development
After a careful analysis of Hellmund’s principles for ecological greenway design the
author prepared and sent out a questionnaire to residents in the study area. Following
receipt and review of the questionnaire a systematic telephone random sampling of
residents in the study area was done.

The four key questions asked in the telephone

sampling revealed that the respondents averaged well over 97 percent in their desire to
preserve the quality of existing streams, lakes and ponds.

90 percent favored a corridor

trail, 93 percent would walk it and 83 percent would be willing to use existing roads or
utility easements.

Based on the encouraging results of the telephone random sampling, a

detailed list of corridor design questions was prepared that paralleled Helmund’s process
of ecological greenway design.

The author learned through research and personal

interviews that the public was indeed interested in an ecologically sensitive greenway
concept that could enhance and preserve the existing natural environment in their
communities.

Earlier efforts by ad hoc pro greenway groups met without success because the focus of
their greenway blueprint was primarily the trail itself intended strictly for recreational
purposes.

These earlier concepts were not considered a best management plan because it

was not holistic in its approach to planning a greenway.

The narrow view for greenway

design was not acceptable to the responding public and was therefore defeated as a plan
worthy of introduction into the community.
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In the process of interviewing residents it was discovered that the author’s method of
inquiry was one of the first times that a questionnaire had been used to obtain public
input.

This participatory approach was a departure from the norm as planning decisions

are often discussed and acted upon behind closed doors.

For the greenway management

plan the public was given the opportunity to respond to a series of questions that helped
the designer to develop several possible greenway alternatives developed for the thesis.
The questionnaire was thus shown to be a valuable asset in the initial presentation of a
preliminary greenway plan for public review.

The strategy earned the respect of the

citizens in the proposed study area, resulting in greater acceptance of the recommended
greenway management plan.

Returned questionnaires revealed that most of the 19 questions were answered in full.
The rendered greenway map that accompanied the survey was not generally filled in by
the respondents, perhaps because some of the map graphics were somewhat confusing.
Some questions, such as question #1, were found to be ambiguous because both a
positive and negative response were requested with the same question.

On the other

hand, allowing the respondents to add their own comments proved an invaluable way to
glean additional information and constructive suggestions related to the scociocultural,
political/legal environmental, recreational, and management context for the proposed
greenway.

The questionnaire also allowed residents time to reflect about the issues

related to developing and adopting the greenway concept and they were not pressed in
responding to a series of questions through an on-the-spot interview.

Some

questionnaires were observed unopened in trash receptacles at the Salisbury and Sharon
post office, however, this phenomenon was not considered unusual considering the

volume of advertising regularly allowed into postal patron box’s.

The author learned that

the .5 percent return was considered reasonable for a questionnaire sent out in this region
(Cox 1995).

A higher net return might have resulted if the questions asked would have

been fewer in number and shorter in length.
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A questionnaire or similar type of written survey is just one of several approaches
possible in querying the public to determine what their needs and interests are in relation
to a proposed greenway or other design concept.

Although questionnaires can be more

limiting than an interactive workshop or a public meeting the value of a questionnaire lies
in its ability to offer respondents a private method of expressing their viewpoints and of
reaching the population in a given study area.

Strength and Weakness of the Greenway Management Plan for
Salisbury and Sharon, Connecticut
The strength and weakness of any greenway design program lies in the hands of the
designer who may or may not address the myriad of issues facing a community.

There

are fortunately many sources of greenway information available through publications,
subject texts, seminars, professionals for various fields, and the academic community.
addition, to similar, built greenway projects are an excellent reference point.

In

Each source

can serve a designer well. Paul Hellmund’s scientific model used and evaluated in this
study, offered excellent guidance in considering the diversity of biophysical and
sociocultural issues related to the location and function of a greenway design.

One of the strengths of addressing a broad range of concerns in the development of a
greenway is that more folks are likely to have an interest in its short and long term
success involving them in the process of developing a greenway plan will help increase
their interest. For example, stewardship and management of greenway corridors can be
carried out by volunteer residents and students, who could be organized to help research
the long term effects of implemented greenway concepts.

The findings from selected

research efforts could than be used to help promote additional environmental benefits in
the greenway corridor.
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It is noteworthy for designers to recognize that “time” can adversely affect the original
design intent of a proposed greenway concept.

Land use policy can indeed alter the

biological, and recreational use of a corridor-as exemplified in the Blue Ridge Parkway in
the State of Virginia.

In some locations along the Parkway there were no provisions for

visual buffers to insure the long term integrity of viewsheds, and in time these viewsheds
were disrupted visually because of development along the edge of the Parkway.

Time

should be considered an element of design by every planner and landscape architect with
greenways being no exception.

There is one way in which landscape design differs

substantially from all other arts, and that is the part which time must play (Crowe 1981).

In the final analysis, public involvement, along with the expertise of professional
engineers, biologists, ecologists, planners, town officials, etc., are needed to successfully

create a greenway that functions well through time and in space.

The role of the

landscape architect, with his/her knowledge of science, engineering and design, can
naturally move into the role as project manager or team leader of such a diversified

endeavor. A interdisciplinary approach is essential in dealing with the myriad of tasks
that need to be accomplished.

The establishment of a greenway committee could be enacted to help provide, implement
and monitor the project.
term.

Community participation can sustain a greenway over the long

The project manager, greenway committee and public can work together to

establish short and long range polices that reflect the central desires of the community.

A

preservation trust could be established in order to help establish conservation easements
or otherwise legally acquire greenway properties contiguous with each other and the
greenway.

Abutting land owners could help to monitor their own sections of the corridor

and provide volunteer services in resource inventories. The greenway committee should
seek many supporters and resources as possible in achieving its final objective of
providing a viable long range best management plan that restores or retains the integrity
of the cultural landscape.

Landscape architects and other design professionals cannot
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expect a potential concept to carry itself on the strength of any one design model.

The

‘Four Stage Model” of Ecological Greenway Design adopted in this study is no
exception.

In the final analysis, greenway design models should be considered a means

to an end for a prospective greenway concept but not an end in themselves.

A final note is made regarding a future research need highlighted in the body of this

thesis. Additional research should address the marketability of Cornus stolonifera in the
international floral industry.

Economic incentives for farmers will encourage the use of

red-osier dogwood to intercept and buffer surface runoff along the valley floor. The
general public can also be encouraged to use red-osier dogwood on their lands for similar
purposes.

Nitrate uptake studies of Cornus stolinifera (and other plant species) could

improve the use of such plants by landscape architects, landscape designers, contractors,
farmers and land managers in this and other areas.

Other native plants, woody and

herbaceous, may provide important ecosystem services presently missing, and could also
help restore or maintain local diversity and ecological integrity.
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VIRGINIA POLY TECTINIC INSTEFUTE

AND STATE UNIVERSITY

College of Architecture and Urban Studies
202 Architecture Annex

Dlacksburp, Virginia 24061-0113
(703) 231-5583) Fax: (703) 231-3367

Dear Resident:

May I take a few moments of your time to introduce myself. 1 am a resident of Sharon, Connecticut and a
graduatc student of Landscape Architecture at Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University (Virginia
Tech), near the Appalachian Trail in biacksburg, Virginia.
The purpose of this letter is to acquaint you with my effort to test an ecological greenway model in Sharon
and Salisbury.
What is a Greenway?
‘,

A greenway is a linear open space established along 2 natural corridor such as a riverfront, stream

valley, or ridgeline, a corridor along a railroad right-of-way convericd to recreational usc, or a canal,
scenic road or other route. Ut is any natural or landscaped course for pedestrian and/or bicycle

passage. adapted from Greenways For America by Charles Little

Greenways offer powerful strategy for helping to maintain ecological integrity in humandominated landscapes, especially with regard to preserving biological diversity and maintaining
high quality water. adopted from Ecology of Greenways by Daniel S. Smith and Paul Hellmund
‘The model fam testing is outlined in the book Ecology of Greenways and focuses on the use of greenways
for the combined purposes of water quality protection, biological diversity and recreation. | belicve that the
design idcas presented in the tcxt are relevant to the needs of the communities of Salisbury and Sharon.
Hence, | have decided to test their model in my own landscape architecture design thesis.
The following questionnaire is an important aspect of the model and it gives me the opportunity to better
understand the needs of the area and to include your comments in my research. I have included on the
reverse side of this cover letter the study area which is shown encompassed by a bold boundary line.
As you finish the questionnaire, please let me know if there are specific features in the study area that you
think should be accessed, protected and/or made off-limits to greenway users. Please note these features
on the map and draw a line or lines where you think a greenway or network of preenways might run.

It is extremely important to me to have responses from residents of both Salisbury and Sharon before |
reconumend greenway corsidor in my design thesis.

Because of this, | am sending this questionnaire to all

postal patrons within the study area. Your responses will be confidential; ideas will be presented in my thesis
but no names presented (unless you otherwise indicate that you would like to be referenced).

In order for me to incorporate your thoughts into my thesis work, | need you lo answer the questionnaire and
mail it back (REFOLD AND STAPLE) as soon as you can.
response by September 30, 1995.

To be included in my document [ need your

‘Thank you very much for your time and ideas. Please feel free to add any comments that you think would
help to guide my thesis work on greenways for the Sharon and Salisbury.

Robert S. Tomezak

_Student of landscape architecture
Virginia Tech
A Laad-Grant University-The Commonwealth ts Our Campus
An Equal Opportunity | Affirmative Action institution
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QUESTIONNAIRE
If a greenway trail(s) were designed, what features do you feel should be
accessed protected and/or made off limits? (Please refer to the enclosed
map).
Are there any natural or cultural/historic features in Sharon Valley that you
would like included in a greenway design?
Greenways can serve communities as recreational amenities...Please rank
your top five choices.
walking

jogging

Cycling
Cross Country Skiing
Bird Watching
Picnicking
Other:

Greenways can function as transportation and information corridors...Please
rank your top three choices the greenway would serve you. From Highest 1
to Lowest 3.
To connect home and workplace
To reduce automobile dependence
To educate and interpret
To link home with recreational destinations
To visit neighbors
Other:
Greenways often protect views along their paths...What views are most
important to you. Please rank in order from lowest in importance 6. to
highest 1.
Valley Views
Farm Lands
Water Features Streams, Ponds & Lakes
Wetlands
Woodlands

Hedgerows
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Greenways often preserve wildlife habitat and biological diversity...Would
you provide an easement for a greenway trail corridor along or near your
property for wildlife habitat or biological diversity?
Yes
No
Other :

Greenways often function as filter strips reducing surface sediments,
pesticides and fertilizers from entering streams, ponds and lakes...Would you
support a filter strip easement on your property to accomplish the latter.
Yes
No

Other:

Farmers are now establishing filter strips and realizing profits from plants
grown and harvested for the floral industry...If you are a farmer would you
be interested in participating in such a program?
Yes
No
If No, Please Comment
If Yes, how many feet of land would you
contribute or place in easement?
10°
to 25’
25’
to 50°
50’
to 100°
100’ to 600’
Over
600’
Would you be in favor of linking other existing nature trails with a major
greenway corridor in Sharon Valley?
Yes
No
10.

Would you be in favor of linking a major greenway corridor with
historical/cultural features such as the charcoal roads still present in our
woodlands and once part of the iron industry in Sharon and Salisbury?
Yes
No
Other:
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11.

What objections if any would you have regarding the establishment of a
greenway trail on or near your property? Please list and rank comments in
order i.e.: Highest 1. privacy etc.

12.

A greenway or trail corridor linking Salisbury and Sharon could be designed
along a low elevation between Long Pond and Mudge Pond or a higher
elevation for example at the forest edge of Indian or Red Mountain.
Please
Indicate Your Choice.

13.

Would you use a greenway trail that made use of existing roads, abandoned
roads and/or former power line corridors?
(If Available)
Yes
No

14.

Greenway surfaces are a concern of trail users...Please indicate the type of
surface that most appeals to you.
Asphalt
Compacted Gravel Aggregate
Limestone Fines
Native Soil
Other (Please Comment)

15.

What types of greenway site features would be important to you?
indicate your choice by marking yes or no after each item.
Fencing

Yes

No

Vehicle Barriers
Boardwalks
Shelters
Benches

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

No
No
No
No

Camping Facilities

Yes

No

Yes

No

Trash Receptacles

Others

16.

Yes

Please

No

Stewardship is critical to the success of any greenway corridor linking
communities...Would you volunteer time to maintain the integrity of a
greenway trail?
Yes
No
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17.

How would you use a greenway if one were created in Sharon Valley?

18.

There is currently a design proposal to develop the Housatonic River Belt
Greenway along the Housatonic River in Sharon and Salisbury...Do you
believe that the river is accessible to residents?
Yes
No

Comment:
19.

Please provide additional comments...
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QUESTIONNAIRE

RESPONSES

1. If a greenway trail(s) were designed, what features do you feel should be
accessed, protected and/or made off limits? (Please refer to the enclosed map).
Sensitive habitats should be avoided, diversify as many natural features in
the study area as possible.
2. Are there any natural or cultural/historic features in Sharon and Salisbury that
you would like included in a greenway design?
Link the towns of Salisbury and Sharon. Include former charcoal roads in
the Indian Mountain and Red Mountain Area was the general consensus.
3. Greenways can serve communities as recreational amenities...Please rank your
top five choices.
Complete Responses
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Walking

Rank
Rank
Rank
Rank
Rank

1
2
3
4
5

56
14
4
4
2

Jogging

Rank
Rank
Rank
Rank
Rank

1
2
3
4
5

3
8
23
17
19

Bird Watching

Rank
Rank
Rank
Rank
Rank

1
2
3
4
5

1
19
18
21
21

CC Skiing

Rank
Rank
Rank

1
2
3

1
17
18

Cycling

Rank
Rank

4
5

24
20

Rank

1
2
3
4
5

12
21
19
10
13

Rank
Rank
Rank
Rank

Sitting Meditatively
Foraging
Nest Boxes
Roller Blading
Observing Plants
Canoeing
Observing Nature
. HorseBack Riding
Picnicking
Canoeing

S

pm

pt pms

Ne:

SAAMA

EWN

Other:

4. Greenways can function as transportation and information corridors...Please
rank the top three choices of how the greenway would serve you.

Rank
Rank
Rank

To reduce automobile dependence

Rank
Rank
Rank

Ww

To visit neighbors

20
14
22
re

Rank
Rank
Rank

|

To educate and interpret

NN

Rank
Rank
Rank

No

To connect home and workplace

bv

67

bh

Complete Responses

30
21
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To link home and recreation destinations

SC PANMNSE

YN

Other:

1

Rank
Rank
Rank

14
31
13

To get outside
Quiet walking exercise
To keep environment o.k.
Enjoy nature
Walk dog
Recreation
Safe biking
Pleasant trail walking
Pleasure
Preserve nature
Recreational
Recreation
Exercise

Ww
&
Aan

Rank
Rank
Rank
Rank
Rank
Rank

ae

Woodlands

WN

Rank
Rank
Rank
Rank
Rank
Rank

&

Water Features Streams, Ponds & Lakes

42
19
21
13

38
33
16
19

Nn

Rank
Rank
Rank
Rank
Rank
Rank

WD N=
&
Nan

Valley Views

N=

5. Greenways often protect views along their paths...What views are most
important to you. Please rank in order from highest 1. To lowest 6.
Complete Responses 95

18
28
25
12
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Farm Lands

Rank
Rank
Rank
Rank
Rank
Rank

1
2
3
4
5
6

10
10
22
18
23
13

Wetlands

Rank
Rank
Rank
Rank
Rank
Rank

1
2
3
4
5
6

3
14
8
30
28
12

Hedgerows

Rank
Rank
Rank
Rank
Rank
Rank

1
2
3
4
5
6

1
0
2
6
26
61

6. Greenways often preserve wildlife habitat and biological diversity...Would you
provide an easement for a greenway trail corridor along your property for
wildlife habitat or biological diversity?
Complete Responses
99
Yes
76
No
23
Other Responses
25
Other:

Renting
Depends on how it’s monitored.
Dependent on nature of greenway.
Yes, for wildlife, no, for human use.

Yes, as long as property was respected.
Yes, but no hunting.
Already have.
Don’t live in area covered by map.
I have my own wildlife habitat.
Depends
Own

property in common, agree to

an easement.
Possible
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24.
25.

Would depend when and how much.
Not sure.

7. Greenways often function as filter strips reducing surface sediments, pesticides
and fertilizers from entering streams, ponds and lakes...Would you support a
filter strip easement on your property to accomplish the latter.
Complete Responses
102
Yes
84
No
18
Other Responses
20
Other:

1.

Depends on degree to which it impacts use of
property.

3. Possible
Not needed.
8. Rent
Don’t live in the area.
Already have.
Don’t understand details of a filter strip.
We are already protected.
Not with taxpayers money.
20. Not applicable
8. Farmers are now establis hing filter strips and realizing profits from plants grown

YD

1.

IAM

Other:

1

a oo

Complete Responses
Yes
No
Other Responses

le

and harvested for the floral industry...If you are a farmer would you be
interested in participating in such a program?

34
Yes, 50’ to 100’ responding as a wanna be property
owner.
I have farm land 50’ to 100’.
No, I am a farmer.
Yes, I am not a farmer have open land.

Yes, 10’ 25’.
No, I don’t believe in giving easements.
No, I’m capable of managing my property as my
forebears for 100 years.
Bad idea.
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9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.

Yes, are these linear feet?

I have 300’ on Salmon Kill

and would participate!
I am not a farmer but endorse filter strips.
Why ask when so few are farmers.
I would if I were a farmer.
Yes, can consult with our seeding with native
wildflowers.
Yes, 10’

25°

No, A farmer needs as much land as he can get.

9. Would you be in favor of linking other existing nature trails with a major
greenway corridor in Sharon and Salisbury?

123

Complete Responses

102
21

Yes
No

10. Would you be in favor of linking a major greenway corridor with historical/
cultural features such as the charcoal roads still present in our woodlands and
once part of the iron industry in Sharon and Salisbury?
Complete Responses
Yes
No

Other:

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.

116
103
13

Unless it interrupts the integrity of other venues
such as the Appalachian Trail.
Depends on location.
Need more information.
Perhaps
Yes, only if horses are allowed.
We don’t want a Stockbridge.
Would extend scope.
Only if it makes practical sense.
Possibly
Yes, If they don’t encroach on private land too closely.
Not sure.
Yes, if landowners voluntarily agreed/not with public
funds.
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11. What objections if any would you have regarding the establishment of a
greenway trail on your property? Please list and rank comments in order
i.e.: 1. Privacy etc.
Complete Responses

152

moe IAA ew No

Response Categories
Privacy
Litter
Vandals
Control of Private Property
Security
Not Applicable
Noise
Liability
Destruction of Property
One Each-Property Value,

65
17
8
11
5
20
9
7
2

Hunters, Don’t Know, Pollution,
Aesthetics, Daytime Use, and Teenage

Drinking

8

12. A greenway trail corridor linking Salisbury and Sharon could be designed along
a low elevation between Long Pond and Mudge Pond or a higher elevation for
example, at the forest edge of Indian or Red Mountain. Please Indicate Your
choice.
Complete Responses
116
Low Elevation
53
High Elevation
63
13. Would you use a greenway trail that made use of existing roads, abandoned
roads and/or former power line corridors. (If Available)
Complete Responses
126
Yes
115
11
No
14. Greenway surfaces are a concern of trail users...Please indicate the type of
surface that most appeals to you.
Complete Responses
123
Asphalt
5
Native Soil
106
Limestone Fines
9
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Other

Wood Chips

2

Other

Fine Gravel

1

15. What types of greenway features would be important to you?
your choice by marking yes or no after each item.
Complete Responses
119
Fencing
Boardwalks
Benches
Camping
Vehicle Barriers
Shelters
Trash Receptacles

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Other:

1.

2.
3.
4,
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

29
39
84
17
105
39
93

Please indicate

No
No
No
No
No
No
No

90
80
35
102
14
80
26

Carry out what you bring in.

Drinking water and emergency telephone.
Features, information maps, rules.
Carry own shelter.
Stiles to cross fences.
Informative sculptures.
Picnic tables.
Map signage.
Public parking.
Exercise stations.

16. Stewardship is critical to the success of any greenway corridor linking
communities...Would you volunteer time to maintain the integrity of a
greenway trail?
Complete Responses
Yes
No

119
81
38

17. How would you use a greenway if one were created in Sharon or Salisbury?
The majority of respondents would use the trail for walking.
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18. There is currently a design proposal to develop the Housatonic River Belt
Greenway along the Housatonic River in Sharon and Salisbury...Do you believe
that the river is accessible to residents?
Complete Responses
Yes
No

110
71
39

The respondents indicated that the river was generally accessible to the
public.
19. Please provide additional comments...
Comments ranged generally in favor of the concept with detractors
indicating that lack of privacy, control of private property, vandalism and
litter could become issues.
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APPENDIX A
Systematic Telephone Random Sampling

"Do you think it would be important to help protect the water quality of
streams, lakes and ponds between Sharon, Lakeville and Salisbury to help
protect endangered species in the area designating a greenway corridor?"
Yes or No! If no, why not?
Yes

58

No

2

QUESTION
1|
¢

96.7%

;

b

(3.3%)

Eee YES
= No

"Do you think it would be important to link Sharon, Lakeville and Salisbury
with a pedestrian path for recreation or transportation?" Yes or No! If no, why
not?
Yes 54
No
6

‘QUESTION
2|
(90.0%)

a

mas YES
(10.0%)

== NO
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"If yes, how would you use such a path?"

Walking
Cycling

56
4

QUESTION 2A

(93.3%)

| E& walking

| & cycling

"Would you be willing to use existing roads or utility easements?"
Yes

50

No

10

QUESTION 2B

(83.3%)
Ba YES
= NO

(16.7%)
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APPENDIX B
Questionnaire Survey

Greenways can serve communities as recreational amenities...Please rank your
top five choices.

60

4o

| [3 JOGGING
mm CC SKING

“

3
5

20

L

Ls

RANK1

1.

= WALKING
|= BIRD WATCHING

RANK2

RANK3
ACTIVITIES

== CYCLING

RANK4

(76.7%)

RANKS

14%)
(4.1%)

(16.4%)
(1.4%)

5

4,
3.

2,

1.

JOGGING

2. | miCC SKING

3. |

8 WALKING

5. |

CYCLING

4. | CO BIRD WATCHING

Greenways can function as transportation and information corridors...Please
rank your top three choices the greenway would serve you.

QUESTION 4
60

it

40 -

@§ Rank 1

S

Cj Rank 2

S

ES Rank 3

Home & Workplace
Visit Neighbors
Home & Recreation
Educate & Interpret
Automobile Dependence

CORRIDORS

7

QUESTION 4
(4.3%)

_

2

(29.0%)

mS Home & Workplace

(2.9%)

2. | [3 Educate & Interpret
=) Visit Neighbors

4. (43.5%)

1. | B& Automobile Dependence
(20.3%)

3.

3. | =

Home

& Recreation

Greenways often protect views along their paths...What views are most
important to you?

QUESTION

5

80

60

+

[2 Valley Views
Water Features

g 40 |

ma Woodlands

=

5

20+ |

.

E= Farm Lands

:

:

Rank1

i

Rank2

Wetlands

a

Rank3

Rank4

mm Hedge Rows
Rank5

Rank6

RANKINGS

QUESTION
1.

5

(41.6%)

1. (I Valley Views
—

2.

cs1.0%
¢ of) 6
>. (37.6%)

.

,

(9.9%)

(6.9%) 4.

3

4.

Water Features

Woodlands

3. &

Farm Lands

5.

Wetlands

6. gm Hedge Rows
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Greenways often preserve wildlife habitat and biological diversity..Would
you provide an easement for a greenway trail corridor along your
property for a wildlife habitat or biological diversity?

QUESTION 6
(61.3%)
Eee Yes
== No
[7 Others

(18.5%)

Greenways often function as filter strips reducing suface sediments, pesticides
and fertilizers from entering streams, ponds and lakes...Would you support a
filter strip easement on your property to accomplish the latter?

QUESTION 7
(68.9%)
Bal Yes
== No

| [3 Others
QU

(14.8%)
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Farmers are now establishing filter strips and realizing profits from plants
grown and harvested for the floral industry...If you are a farmer would you be
interested in participating in such a program?

QUESTION 8

(11.8%)
a

Yes

=

No

CO Others

Would you be in favor of linking other existing nature trails with a major
greenway corridor in Sharon and Salisbury?

QUESTION 9

(82.9%)
ma Yes
=

No

(17.1%)
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Would you be in favor of linking a major greenway corridor with historical/
cultural features such as the charcoal roads still present in our woodlands
and once part of the iron industry in Salisbury and Sharon?

QUESTION

10

(88.8%)
Ea Yes
== No

(11.2%)

What objections if any would you have regarding the establishment of a
greenway trail on your property?

QUESTION

11
1. &@ Privacy

0

(42.8%) 4.

3.62

Litter

7. £1 Vandals

4.11 Control of Private Property
3. (11.2%)

9.8 Security
(5.3%)7.

2. == Not Applicable

(1.3%)40, | 5-& Noise

(4.6%) 8. | 8.- Liability
4.(7.2%)

(13.2%) 2.

(5.9%) 5.

10m Destruction of Propety

6.8 Other

A greenway trail corridor linking Salisbury and Sharon could be designed along a
low elevation between Long Pond and Mudge Pond or a higher elevation for
example at the forest edge of Indian Mountain. Please indicate your choice.

QUESTION

12

(45.7%)

=

Low Elevation

=

High Elevation

(54.3%)

Would you use a greenway trail that made use of existing roads, abandoned roads
and/or former powerline corridors?

QUESTION 13|

(91.3%)
Ea Yes

(8.7%)

=] No
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Greenway surfaces are a concern of trail users...Please indicate the type of
surface that most appeals to you.

QUESTION

14

(4.1%)

(86.2%)

f

(2.4%)

(7.3%)

ma Asphalt
Native Soil
E5 Limestone Fines
(1 Other

What types of greenway features would be important to you?

QUESTION

15

120
100

CHOICES

80
m@ Yes

60

| —E No

40
20

Fencing

B enches
Vehicle Barriers Trash Receptacl
Boardwalks
Camping
Shelters

FEATURES
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Stewardship is critical to the success of any greenway corridor linking
communities...Would you volunteer time to maintain the integrity of a
greenway trail?

QUESTION

16

(68.1%)

fe Yes
/ &

No

Leeeronermrenerret

(31.9%)

There is currently a design proposal to develop the Housatonic River Belt
Greenway along the Housatonic River in Sharon and Salisbury...Do you believe
that the river is accessible to residents?

QUESTION

18

(64.5%)

Bz Yes

== No
(35.5%)
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General Appendix

Lakeville-Sharon Christmas Bird Count 1995:

LAKEVILLE -

SOURCE:
12/895

CHRISTMAS BIRD COUNT

MILES SANCTUARY SHARON, CONNECTICUT
Pages

1995
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